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The Australia International Dive Expo (AIDE) will be
back as part of Sydney International Boat Show (SIBS) at
the International Convention Centre in Sydney’s Darling
Harbour from 30th July – 3rd August 2020. 

Together with the established Sydney Boat Show, the
organisers of both expos have created a platform that is
unlike any other, cultivating and drawing the interests of
water-lovers and scuba divers alike. 

AIDE’s aim is to give the niche scuba diving market a
boost and grow its community by inspiring, educating
and encouraging more people to explore the underwater
world.

Being a part of AIDE2020 will no doubt give dive-
related brands extensive exposure to the 60,000+ loyal
and affluent water-loving visitors (divers & boaters). This
not only adds to the bottom-line figures dive businesses,
but also converts to AIDE’s long-term goal of expanding
the dive community.

AIDE’s fourth year as part of the Sydney Boat Show will
see it move to a new space on Level 4 of the Exhibition
Centre, where both exhibitors and visitors will enjoy a
brand new set up and ambience. 

Under the dive education program, visitors will enjoy a
series of presentations and forums on on scientific diving,
ocean rescue efforts, dive medicine, women in
underwater photography and more over the five-day
event.

As for educating the next generation, a priority for both
AIDE and SIBS, the organiser will once again deliver a
dedicated school program to NSW Marine Study
Schools. Each year, the expo welcomes more than 400
students, where they gain valuable information,
knowledge and ideas through the various presentations
and demonstrations at the expo. 

Coming back to AIDE in 2020 is the ‘Australasia
Ocean Photographer of the Year’ competition, which will
be announced via the AIDE website and facebook page
soon.

For Exhibitors’ keen to exhibit at AIDE 2020,
registration is now open to register. Email us at
info@australiadiveexpo.com. Visit our website at
www.australiadiveexpo.com. Follow us on Facebook
under AIDE Expo and Twitter AIDE Expo for exciting
updates. 
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